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Introduction

There are many characteristics that surround your
companies’ brand. We tend not to think about what all of
those are because they are far to challenging to grasp and
thoroughly understand all at once. It’s far easier to break
down your brand’s characteristics and the external
influencers into small pieces so you can dissect and reenergize the brand when needed.

!

When non-marketers talk about a brand, they mostly only
talk about the logo, the advertising and all the fun, cool,
visual stuff that makes a business look exciting. That’s all
correct. But, there are also many other critical components
that shape and surround your brand.

!

A brand can be like a chameleon; it takes on many shapes
and appearances based on the need and situation.
Brands also cause disruption and are disrupted. Yes, they
come in many variations from failing and problem brands
to relevant, convergence-driven and job brands.

!
!
!
!
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In this eBook, you will learn about
many variations of your brand
and how to recognize them and even work through them
for better decision-making. From when to make critical
changes in operations, product offerings and digital, to
understanding when to put your foot on the gas to
accelerate for business growth. If you don’t know exactly
what the current status is for your brand when attempting
to make changes, you very well could cause irreparable
harm.

!
!
!

“

Your brand is a living
ecosystem that needs
attention. Like a relationship,
your brand will flourish with
tender loving care, or will
falter due to lack of attention.
-YourBrandExposed
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WHY YOUR REBRAND FAILED?
The term rebrand is a terrifying word in marketing
circles. Maybe that’s because we know it is probably
the most challenging initiative we’ll put our hands on as
marketers. And worse, there is no guarantee it will work
the way we think. It’s like having multiple doors to walk
through for rebrand options only you don’t know which
one leads to success or failure. Yikes, knowing that,
why would anyone want to do such a thing? As
marketers, the very thing that can be terrifying can
also be the most energizing! !

!

If your business needs to rebrand because a culture
shift has occurred – okay, that’s normal. I didn’t say it
would be easy. Make sure wherever the rebrand is
focused; it must be able to capture the interest of the
lost customer and/or the new customer. Make sure the
rebrand has solid foundational research behind it with a
focused plan of attack to follow.

“

!
A frequent lesson that we see
during the rebrand experience is
the lack of preplanning with focus
groups of different stakeholder
perspectives prior to determining
the positioning, taglines and brand
identity. These findings and
concepts must then be socialized
with stakeholders before going
to market with the new
brand and identity.
!
– Kevin Hourigan, President and CEO Bayshore Solutions

WHY YOUR REBRAND FAILED?
Some think a rebrand is only choosing a new name,
new logo, or a new corporate identity. However, what is
totally missed here is lost brand expression, the lost
emotional attachment by your customers and all the
variations of how this plays out on the web, social,
advertising and additional brand narratives throughout
your entire marketing ecosystem. And don’t forget the
all-important lost brand equity and momentum that goes
with it. Any missing combination of those are a problem,
but all of them combined can be dreadful.

!
!

When the business fails to assess !
the pulse of the brand, industry and
the customer completely and the
rebrand is based on the company
executive’s assessment and feelings,
you’re in for a big surprise.

This is a chancy method especially since internal
management emotions and feelings are not a good
representation of what the market needs and where it’s
going. Here’s a simple way to look at a rebrand. The
outcome should not focus on where the business is
currently, but where your business needs to be
positioned for the future.
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You’ve heard of nine lives? The expression is not just for
felines but also for brands. Pay careful attention to the
questions below, they just may save your brand from
extinction.

9 Questions You Most Likely
Failed to Ask
1. In what ways has the market shifted that warrants a
rebrand?

!

2. Is your brand broken or are you just tired of it?
Believe it or not, the tired factor is a real one and
should be vetted thoroughly before rebrand action is
taken. Find out what the problems are first before you
rebrand.

!

3. Is the business prepared for and willing to embark on
a lengthy rebrand process? If not, think about another
way to accomplish what it’s going to take to reach the
end goal because a rebrand may not be the best
solution.

!

4.What brand equity measurement strategies did your
team put in place to determine what the current
brand equity value is in the market? A rebrand can
compromise existing brand equity once it is launched
and may create even bigger challenges.

!

WHY YOUR REBRAND FAILED?
5. Is the rebrand in response to the emotions or
feelings of company executives and internal
employees? This is a dangerous path to follow
if you’re headed this way, especially since
employees are not a comprehensive representation
of what the market needs and where the company
should be headed for long-term sustainability.

!

!

6. What if your business alienates your most valued
consumers once the rebrand has occurred? What
do you do now? The rebrand just may have caused
them to “rethink” why they should continue to
purchase from your business – oh, oh.

!
!
!

7. What parts of the marketing will be tweaked
during rebrand? Certain elements…or
everything? This needs to be thought about very
carefully to determine why brand elements are
changed? How? and for what reason? Remember,
if they are changed, what will they be changed to
and how will they be measured?

8. Did your competition rebrand or did they make
subtle changes periodically over time to their
products so a full rebrand was not needed?
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9. What dollar amount was allocated for the rebrand
over a 2-year period? — Not just the rebrand
project itself. Whatever that number is, add more.
There will always be numerous brand iterations,
especially when it comes to digital properties that
will need more time, attention and resources to
make sure the rebrand is on-target. Also, I
guarantee you will forget about something and will
have to add it later.

!

! Let’s face it, if your business needs a rebrand, there
! is a sense the ground under foot has shifted thus a
rebrand is needed to stay viable. That shift can be the
industry, the company’s poorly managed reputation,
bad customer service, R&D, negative public relations,
customer behavior, slumping sales, or maybe a
competitor is stealing vast quantities of your market
share. Whatever it is, the issue must be addressed.

!

The fact is… unless the business is rebranding for a
specific reason that will accomplish specific goals,
don’t do it. Otherwise you can do a lot a damage that
could be very difficult and costly to repair. Find out
what the problems are first before you go and change
the entire brand. Think about it this way. If your car had
a flat tire would you start repairing everything on the car
until it was all new? Of course not. You would fix the flat
tire.
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“

!

Rebranding can be a powerful but
tricky tool to execute. When done
properly, a rebranding effort can help
your business realign with your target
audience, embrace a new direction,
build consumer buy-in and drive sales.
!

–CrowdSpring.com
!

!

”

rebranding
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89%

!

of B2B marketers say
brand awareness is
the most important
goal, followed by
sales and lead
generation.
!

Content Marketing Institute

!
!

HEALTHY BRANDS
TACKLE THIS
TOUGH QUESTION
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Becoming a healthy brand is much tougher than just
answering one question. Yes, it will also take far more
time to ponder than both you and I have the desire to
think about at this moment. However, this is a realistic
discussion topic that every company and marketing
department must think about and answer.

How Do We Know What “Brand
Attributes” The Company Should
Define and Communicate To
Our Prospective Customers?

First of all, if you are not sure where to start, you came
to the right place. Here is one question that can be
discussed over lunch with your peers and can be
tackled relatively quickly at a ten thousand foot level. It
will take more than just one discussion however to get
to the core of real answer.

Brand attributes are traits or characteristics that help
define the company. They also could be part of your
company’s value proposition.

!

!

The time put in to tackling this question and actually
answering it correctly will be well worth the positive
outcome on the other end.

!

!

Brand attributes are: What makes your company who
you are and why customers do business with you.
Additionally, your value proposition is the answer to the
question, “why do we exist?” Answer this as clear and
purposeful as you possibly can. You just may be
surprised at what you uncover.

HEALTHY BRANDS TACKLE
THIS TOUGH QUESTION
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Sometimes attributes and the value proposition become
so normal and natural they get lost in the everyday
company narrative sales and marketing language used
to attract, earn and keep customers. It’s important to
define all attributes and the value proposition in a bullet
list or even in a sentence narrative. Writing these out will
help your team to fully understand what attributes define
your company and why they are important to your
prospective customers.

Don’t Forget To Talk To
Your Customers

You will find that some attributes are foundational to the
company’s culture, products and services and part of
the overall value proposition. Some are not foundational,
yet can be used in marketing material. Tricky, but
important to understand nonetheless.

Depending on the size of your company, you will want to
have a discussion with many people. This includes the Clevel officers of the company, the sales team, the product
development team and most importantly, your customers.
As marketers, make sure you know the brand attributes
and value proposition from all angles. Place this
information front and center and integrate it with your
marketing messages, sales collateral, branding and
corporate communications and HR material. This
information should also be embraced by the entire
company culture. They are the ingredients that help tell
your brand story consistently, cohesively and powerfully.

!

!

“

!
Today’s consumers are craving
more than just a product or
a service. They want
relationships and personal,
human interactions.
!
-Workfront

!

You want to understand what makes customers tick and
what motivates them to want to do business with your
company instead of your competition? The more
interactions your company has with real people, the more
powerful your brand attributes and value proposition
become to help turn prospects into real customers.

!

The attributes that make your brand
successful on the outside are the ones you
clearly define, embrace, communicate and
reinforce over and over again on the inside.
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5-7

!

On average, 5 to 7
brand impressions
are necessary
before someone
will remember
your brand.
!

PamMarketingNut

!
!
!
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RALLY THE BRAND
AROUND THE CUSTOMER
The overall strategy for marketing used to be customers
rallying around the brand content or campaigns
because they were the central force or attraction
methods. In other words, customers were primarily
reacting to brand initiatives. Brands used to and still
create campaigns to cause change in consumer
behavior. This is still an important part of marketing,
even in today’s digital environment. However…

!
! !
!

Brands are now scrambling to keep up
with the speed of the consumer habits as
digital channels continue to emerge and
evolve and those same consumers
experiment with new things.

Understanding consumer intent is critical -- Knowing
what they want before they do so marketing can serve
relevant content. The secret sauce behind marketing isn’t
just in the creative any longer, it’s in the science of what
message and offer to create, who to create it for and
when to deliver it so that it has the highest possible value
in the eyes of the consumer. Get those right and you’ve
got a winner!

!
!Customer Change Happens
!Faster Than Brand Change

As digital evolves, so does the way the brand reacts and
interacts with it and also how the brand creates a twoway communication channel with the customer. Brands
need to be more conscientious than ever to be more
relevant to our customers. This is not easy since
customer change happens faster than brand change.

!
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“

!

Before digital and social broke onto
the scene, brands were the instigators
of change. This is definitely not the
case any longer. Consumers now
cause change and drive brands
to pivot and react to them.
!

- YourBrandExposed

!
!

”

change
!

!

RALLY THE BRAND
AROUND THE CUSTOMER
Look for ways your target customers are changing and
behaving online and be able to adjust your marketing
swiftly and accurately. Ask your marketing team two
initial questions:

!

1. How has digital transformed our consumer
expectations?

!

2. How can we engage with our customers and be as
close to the intent stage of the buying process as
possible? — not in the “they already purchased”
stage of the process.

Create Conditions For
Increased Marketing Agility
The word agile is a hot term nowadays typically
reserved for start-ups, technology, lean manufacturing
and businesses that employ scrum team environments. I
believe agility also needs to be instilled into every
marketing team’s operational workflow, regardless of the
industry.

Agile digital adoption is definitely
required to stay competitive.
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“

Companies that want to win
at digital adoption are therefore
recognizing that they must
reimagine and digitize entire
customer journeys.
- McKinsey

!

”

Agility, when it comes to marketing, in my opinion means
b e i n g a b l e t o p i v o t t e a m w o r k fl o w o u t p u t ,
responsibilities and deadline completion tasks swiftly
and seamlessly without compromising brand and
project-level focus and quality.

!

In order to create the conditions for flexibility and agility
a marketing team must first see and understand the
value of agile marketing and how it aligns with the big
picture. (Brand’s value proposition, creative content
production, timelines and deliverables, distribution and
analytics).

!

Once the marketing team is clearly informed of this and
why it needs to occur, you can then define where crosstraining must occur in order to have a stealth marketing
team able to pendulum from project to project. Single
focus staff members are not going to help you here. You
want talented individuals who can wear many hats.

!

RALLY THE BRAND
AROUND THE CUSTOMER
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Social Media and
Mobile Delivery is Key
1. Has your marketing team leveraged social media in
ways that allow you to obtain more information from
your customers?

!

2. Are you surveying customers several times a year via
social and mobile?

!

Take a closer look at the marketing digital ecosystem
your business uses to reach-out and communicate to
customers. This may also include peering into how the
digital economy impacts your customer. This is where it
all starts and also where it finishes. There really isn’t a
destination any longer. The customer path is probably
more like a circle that perpetuates and evolves in how
customers behave through digital and also how
marketing forecasts change.

It’s the challenging job as a marketer
to continually rally around the brand
and the marketing channels !
around the customer.
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90%

!

90% of consumers
expect that their
experience with a
brand will be similar
across all platforms
and devices.
GraduateDegrees.online
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WHEN THE BRAND
IS THE PROBLEM
Marketing teams are faced with challenges all the time
with common, everyday problems in business. Typically
these marketing problems are related to a myriad of
tasks and strategies, most of which fall into these
categories.

!

•
•
•
•

Generating enough qualified leads
Defining the primary target audience
Choosing the right media mix
Developing the marketing strategy and content
streams
• Figuring out how to operationalize all of these, all
while measuring initiatives in real time so that
changes can be made based on data.

!
!
!
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Whew, that’s a lot. But some teams have to deal with even
bigger challenges that their everyday digital marketing
bag of tricks just can't solve, at least not easily.

The Brand Dilemma
When the brand is the problem, this is something that
most marketers don't have the right experience to face
head on and I would venture to say don't know how to
tackle it with the right logic and resources. When the
brand (or business) has a problem, it's probably much
more than figuring out how to turn around lackluster
marketing efforts because of a bad quarter. At the heart
of it, when a brand has problems, it could be a
combination of many issues that are not easily
identifiable, or worse, not easily fixed.

!
!
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“

!

What does a marketer do when
they've tried just about everything
within their power and expertise, and
their intuition tells them the brand
could be the underlying cause of
poor business performance?
!
-YourBrandExposed
!
!
!
!

”

performance
!

!

WHEN THE BRAND
IS THE PROBLEM
Identifying the underlying root of the brand problem may
not end up being just one thing. It could actually be a
combination of issues that have been lingering around
for a while. These issues (or problems) give off signals
when the brand is not functioning properly. The tricky
part is figuring out how to identify these signals and
determining the causes. These preliminary questions
can help you get started.

!

1. What common brand attributes are not as influential
as they once were?
2. Why are your prospective customers not identifying
with your brand attributes and value proposition?
3. If there was bad press or a failed product launch
recently, did that create a negative perception in the
customers’ mind? Also, did this flawed brand activity
permeate the market to the point where your brand's
reputation was compromised?
4. Are your primary customers actually who you think
they are?
5. Are customers choosing not to buy from your
company because your product or service is not
meeting their need or because it is outdated and
competitor’s products have surpassed yours?
6. Have growth strategies failed time and time again?
7. Has the market shown evidence of innovation while
your business has not?

!
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8. Are sales teams struggling to close on what
appear to be solid leads?
9. Is the marketing strategy and content too
promotion-focused for short term sales gains and
not positioning the brand with long term branded
content and strategies?
10.Is the business positioned with purpose, price,
product, quality and location or is it not well
positioned at all?
11.As a marketing team are you focusing on the
usual marketing methods you commonly use,
hoping they will dig the brand out of this hole?
12.What is the marketing data telling your team as
they analyze the efficacy of existing marketing
initiatives?

!
! The Brand Adapting
Is
! and Staying Viable?
! These twelve questions will initially be a struggle to get
consensus answers from your management team.
However, they are critical to answer correctly and swiftly
before the competition sweeps in and owns the market,
while pushing you out.

!

Just like planes fly into the eye of the hurricane !
to reveal key information, marketers must dive !
into the problem areas of the business to !
uncover the biggest areas of need.

WHEN THE BRAND
IS THE PROBLEM
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This 12-question process is exactly that – diving in and
discerning the problem to find answers. Sometimes the
problems that are discovered are not related to
marketing. They can be foundational cracks in the
business process, product, service, and delivery and
how the brand is continually engaging and interacting
with the prospective customer.

!
!

Cracks in the brand's foundation can be a result
from not having a solid understanding of the
ecosystem surrounding your business and how !
it should constantly adapt to stay viable.

Brand Levers
When these cracks are revealed and understood, a
marketer's next steps to actually connect with the
customer will be more effective at driving brand
positioning, brand value, the brand promise, brand
recognition and even brand equity. Without these brand
functions actually working on all cylinders, it is almost
impossible to create sustainable growth in a market that
doesn't really understand who you are and why you
exist. Furthermore, why should the customer trust your
business and buy from you instead of the competition if
they don't see that your loyalty to them goes any further
than the revenue earned from their transaction.

!
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“
!

!

!

The business must continually adapt
to its customers and in some way,
re-shape and re-invent itself
to be a brand that is trusted
and needed for years to come.
!
-YourBrandExposed
!
!
!
!

adapt

”
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!

40%

The right color can improve
readership by 40% by
making messaging easier
to read and more visually
appealing.
!

Color is one of the first
things our brains perceive
from a brand, so it’s often the
first thing that pulls us in.
!

CrowdSpring.com

DID YOU KNOW
YOUR BRAND
HAS A JOB?

22
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Photo 4

Marketers and business executives, this blog is for you.
I know that you’re always tweaking the business,
products, services, price, delivery, approach and
marketing to help increase revenue. Yeah, you’re
reviewing all the common things that every business
looks at to make changes. No doubt, this is a very
important exercise. But, have you thought about not
looking at all the typical things listed above? Don’t look
at the features, advantages and benefits either. How
about looking at the end-result of what all of these
produces for the customer? Hmm…

I am not sure these widely known processes can be repurposed and tweaked any more than what has already
been done. But here’s a new twist. Don’t look at the
product, the service or even the customer the way you
have been. Yes, I really do mean that. I know this is
contrary to what you learned in marketing departments,
agencies and even business schools.

!

!

If you were to do some research on big and small
brands, you will see that there are many ways the allimportant features, advantages and benefits have been
used and re-used… and yes, used again. Business
executives are very good at tweaking their marketing
strategies to gain an edge on the competition.

!

!

Businesses and product development teams !
are amazing at piling on new features to already
existing products that quite frankly, some of !
them move the value of the product away !
from the sweet spot (or job).

How is that you ask? Let us explain on the following
pages.

!
!
!

DID YOU KNOW YOUR
BRAND HAS A JOB?
Customers Love Features But Do They Really Need Them?
Automakers are very good at what they do. In fact, they
work and plan years in advance envisioning new
features that will be added to existing models or
develop new models altogether. Have you ever thought
that today’s car manufacturers only pile on the features
and market them as if you “must have them” just to
entice you? Of course that drives up the price too.
When was the last car you purchased that had features
on it you really didn’t need? I can honestly say it was the
minivan I purchased last year. Shame on me, I was
sucked into their strategy.

!

What if your car or van had a job to do and it was known
exclusively for that, don’t you think it would be wildly
successful in the market? I think so. I own a Volkswagen
Jetta, it’s a great car, looks nice, gets good gas
mileage, its sporty and affordable. It works for me. But it
isn’t marketed with a “job” in mind. Take for example the
Jeep Wrangler. It’s known for being the king of SUVs,
perfect for off-road and in-climate weather driving. It
has a job – to get you through adverse road conditions
safely, with muscle, purpose and with a flair for sport as
well.

!
!
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Rarely will you see an upscale city businessperson in a
suit driving a Jeep Wrangler, It’s just not a good fit. Jeep
Wrangler has a job and that is communicated powerfully
and purposely for their target audience that knows Jeep
! the best at that job.
is

!
Why Is A Job Important?
!The job is not the product or service,

it’s the end
result of what it produces. Washing detergent
produces clean clothes, a guitar produces a specific
sound, a Jeep produces off-road performance and
muscle, a light bulb produces easier viewing, a fan
produces moving air, and sunglasses produce shade
for your eyes.

!
! 1.
! 2.
!
!
!
!

What is your brand’s job? !
Are you still looking at the customer, the
product, service, features and benefits instead
of the job it actually performs?

Maybe you should begin looking at and answering
these questions - It’s a totally different perspective than
what most marketing departments are accustomed.

!

Start with the job.

DID YOU KNOW YOUR
BRAND HAS A JOB?
Does This Alter Your Marketing
Strategy?
Let’s say you have a local coffee shop. Instead of
promoting “we’re local”, or all the types of unique
flavors which would probably be the normal way to look
at this situation, start asking customers how your coffee
makes them feel after they drink your coffee? Why do
they visit your store opposed to the well-known coffee
stores that are common on every street corner? Maybe
it makes the customers feel important because
everyone knows their name when they walk in? Maybe
it makes their day easier because it’s so close to home.
There are probably quite a few reasons that will turn up
and those are the job for that coffee shop. But you must
ask the customers so that you will discover what the
real job is.

!

Think about what the business or product produces
for the customer, not the description or features of
the product or service.!
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Your marketing strategy and content will focus on the
amazing job that your coffee shop does for your
customers. No, it’s not because it’s quaint, cute, local,
has unique flavors, or even because it has a cutesy
slogan or name; it’s the real reason they buy – because
it does a job for the customer. Much like the washing
detergent you buy cleans your clothes the way you want
it to. The coffee shop also does a job the way the
customers want. That’s why they shop there.

!
Can You Find A Job For
Your Company?
!
This depends on the market your company is in. If you
can find a unique job and promote it that way, success
is likely to follow because very few people are looking at
marketing and brand development this way.

!

!

!
!
!
!

Don’t get sucked into the game !
of piling on more and more !
features, it’s a never-ending !
game that only costs more !
money to build and support.
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“

!

Look for the job that only you have to
offer and let your customers know that
in all the right places. Soon you will see
that your brand’s job will yield amazing
results and your customer will more fully
understand your value proposition
because it more closely matches
their customer need.

!

!

!
-YourBrandExposed
!
!
!
!

job

”
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10x

!

Employees are
connected to
10x more
people than
your brand.
!
scribd.com

THE CONVERGENCE
OF CUSTOMER
AND BRAND

In today’s content-crazed, fragmented world of social
media, video, apps, text and technology overload, as a
marketer, it’s real easy to get off track with your
marketing when new tools and methods are constantly
being introduced what seems like every week. Research
shows that consumers are connecting with varying
digital channels more and more. This is good and
challenging for marketing teams.

!

How does a marketing team stay focused on the right
strategy when they are being bombarded with new
ways to expose their brand all the time, and when
consumer habits change frequently? Quite frankly,
there is no easy answer. However, the search for the
answer is evident in marketing circles in all industries
and market segments. I believe one of the missing
pieces to a strong marketing strategy is a clearly defined
explanation of “value” and how it is misused and
misunderstood.
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Understanding Brand Value
Often, brands, regardless of who they are, create a list of
distinctives and/or exclusive selling points (ESPs). This is
not a bad idea. In fact, without these, the marketing
messages are not focused and key messages that
resonate with potential consumers become nearly
impossible to create if distinctives and ESPs are not
identified. Both of these typically stem from product and
service features, advantages and benefits the brand
states are best for the customer. But is this always
accurate?

“

Brands may claim advantages
that actually provide no benefit
to target customers
– HBR'S 10 MUST READS On Strategic Marketing

!

THE CONVERGENCE OF
CUSTOMER
AND BRAND
!
Here’s the missing link some marketing teams miss.
Distinctives and ESPs are sometimes very similar to their
competition and are not positioning the brand as superior
to the competition. In essence, they are just defining the
brand and in some cases may not create differentiation at
all. A brand’s value proposition should state; Why do you
exist? and; Why should the customer purchase from
you instead of the competition? When answering
these, make a list of what you come up with. If the
answers to these questions are similar to your
competition, it negates your value proposition or reduces
its effectiveness.

!

Understanding Customer Value

Since
customers are the revenue drivers for your
!
business,
try taking this approach to discern the customer
!
!value drivers for your business and take a look at them
juxtaposed to the brand value list you created above. First,
you will want to start with gaining insights from your
customers. You know these insights are accurate when
they are well defined, and proven to be the greatest value
to the customer, currently and for the foreseeable future.
Documenting these and aligning them with ROI is also
very important.
When the brand and the customer value
propositions align, they will create a potent
mix of brand equity, loyalty, and strength.

[
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Brand Tip

The brand value proposition is great. However,
you must also have a customer value proposition
that is perfectly aligned with the brand value
proposition list in order to ensure the right
combination and that both of these are
performing. Otherwise, you will miss the mark with
your marketing and your customers.

]

Understanding Where Brand
and Customer Differ
We just talked about where the brand and customer
meet or have similar value propositions. Here we need to
identify where they are totally different. Why you ask?
When the marketing team understands more about their
customer, it helps to paint a clearer picture of who they
are and aren’t. Marketing content strategy and creation
becomes simpler and more targeted when certain key
messages are removed from the mix. The points of
difference, once they are clearly defined should also be
documented and communicated to all customer-facing
employees in the company. Harvard Business Review
calls these areas of difference points of contention.

THE CONVERGENCE OF
CUSTOMER AND BRAND

!

How Your Closest
Competitor
Factors in
!

!

It’s always important to continually do your research on
your competitors. Like you, they are changing and
evolving to improve and if you’re not watching them, they
will surprise you with new and exciting products and
services that will quickly steal customers and market
share. When this happens, it can in some cases cause
your business to be reactive to try to recapture some of
the lost share and customers. However, this can and will
be costly because your plan will not be on your terms. All
the more reason to keep a close eye on your closest
competitors and identify the points of difference as well as
the points of similarity. Once you know these, you will be
able to pivot R&D, products, services, and marketing to
better serve the customer, thus creating increased value
for them.

“

You can use social media
competitors’ research to identify
gaps in the rival brands’ offer
and use this insight to improve
your own services.

!

– Brand24
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!

When the convergence of customer expectations
and brand attributes are being communicated, the
commonalities can reveal some very exciting trends
that sometimes are not expected.

!

Monitoring your competitors can also reveal trends that
can be helpful when looking for similarities and
differences. It’s the differences that will help you develop
key messages in your marketing that also create
separation. You want this. It can be very interesting to
watch what trends emerge and become evident in the
market when this happens.

!
!

Convergence is the critical point
at which every business should
be closely aware and should
also strive to analyze the hidden
gems that are nestled within
both customer and brand
value propositions.
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561%

!

Marketing messages
reach 561% more people
when shared by
employees rather
than by the brand itself.
!
scribd.com
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WHY DOES YOUR BRAND
NEED TO STAY RELEVANT?
Besides staying healthy, brand relevancy is important
because otherwise your customers won’t feel connected
to your products and services, and we all know that’s not
a good thing. With all the critical factors that are part of a
healthy brand, why is relevancy so important? Brands that
are highly successful (Starbucks, Amazon, Apple) have
brand equity, and that equity is closely related to the
quality of their product and to other associative factors
that help drive the brand’s growth.

!

Some of these factors are quite simple to understand. But
then again, putting them into practice is at yet another
level that only select brands and marketing teams can
perform well and sustain that level of performance.

!
!

“

Brand and content marketing
relevancy is absolutely critical
to remain in the
“I want to know more”
moment of the
consumers’ mind.

!

– Scott MacFarland

!

”

WHY DOES YOUR BRAND
NEED
TO
STAY
RELEVANT?
!
Successful Brand Factors:
!

Persona:
This is the type of person who actually purchases your
product and uses it. Understanding their motivation to
purchase your product is critical.

!

Situation:
How is the persona or target audience using your
product? Is there a unique circumstance or situation that
needs to be understood? Yes. Dive into the real-life
nuances of how the product is used and create a narrative
to define the most popular circumstances. This creates a
deeper level of understanding about your customers.

!

Emotion:
I like to define this part with a few words like personality,
feeling or even the type of relationship the product has
with the customer. This is more of a cerebral orientation to
the customer and how the product makes them feel. As
you can see, there are several characteristics to this that
all need to be clearly defined.

!
!
!
!
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The true meaning of brand relevance can be fuzzy if it’s not
well defined. Marketers really need to roll up their sleeves
and embrace why relevancy is important to their market and
personas.

!

When marketing teams do understand why relevancy plays
such an important role, they soon figure out that the
meaning of it is tied to the consumer perception of the
brand, and its strength, but also how they will use the
product as it relates to their lifestyle.

!

For a deep dive into your brand’s relevancy, take a
look at The 2017 Prophet Brand Relevance Index™.
prophet.com appears to have the secret to why this is so
important for brand growth and success.

“

In fact, our data reveals that
the revenue growth of the most
relevant brands have
outperformed the S&P 500
average by more than 35%
over the last decade.

!

– prophet.com
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24x

!

Brand messages are
re-shared 24x more
frequently when posted
by employee vs. the
brand’s social media
channels.
!

!dsim.in.blog

!WRAP
!

What is the true definition of the word brand? Does
anyone really know? Maybe if we go to the Oxford
Dictionary we can figure out why the word brand is so
puzzling. I think you might agree the meaning of the word
brand or branding is somewhat confusing and
misunderstood. I really think it’s due to the over-saturation
of marketing and advertising placed on everything,
everywhere, all the time. Nobody really knows if the brand
is the company, the employee, product, service or a
derivative of everything. Which is it? Even us marketers
sometimes scratch our heads wondering how to best
define it and take advantage of its key attributes. Here are
a few brand terms tossed around is marketing circles that
just may make your head spin.

Brand activation
Brand relevance
Brand awareness
Branding
Rebrand
Co-brand
Sub-brand
Brand development

!

Brand expression
Brand lift
Brand equity
Brand promise
Brand material
Brand perception
Brand attributes
Brand family
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!

Try making sense of all these before grabbing hold of your
own brand and setting the course for… yep, you guessed
it -- setting the course for what exactly? That’s why I’m
writing this blog. Hopefully we can come up with a oneword definition for “brand” that will make our lives easier
as marketers.

“
“

Your brand is what your
prospect thinks of when he
or she hears your brand name.
- Forbes

!
!
The foundation
! of your brand
is your logo. Your website,
packaging and promotional
materials--all of which should
integrate your logo-communicate your brand.
!
- Entrepreneur

”
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